
Dr. Randy Robertson 	 2/10/95 
Southern Hills Medical Center, Radiology Dept. 
391 Wallace Road 
,Olemphis, TN 37211 

Dear Randy, 

Roger sent me copies of his fine brief and appendix. I found youaffidavit quite 

impressive but I have a few questions for my own information and one of accuracy. 

Memory can be fragile after so many Years byt I think that the head chart was 

by Finck. I think also that jt18 was not prepared by both )runesand Boswell but that 

"'wee testified that it was prepared by the medical artist under his direction, his 

direction consisting of his conveying verbally what he remembered, with no records of 

any kind before him. 

On page five, in paragraph 9 ylk 	 ti efer to metal fragments distributed ideky 

throughput the right hemisphere. If you have anyting on page reflecting their location 

other than the cluster of d ust-like f-agments near the front of the head I'll appreciaate 

a copy. Aside from was it two that were retrieved I recall no others. 

In pargaraph 16 you scy the agments do not correspond with the trajectory of a 

bullet entering the rear near the EOP. Do you have a belief about what they do corres-

pond with ? 

In next to the last line of kir Paragraph 19 you say of the second head shot that 

it "was fired either from behind of the right front of" the limo. Did you mean "or"? 

Have you examined the lapruder fili7iii--at about t511 346 in which the back of the 

head is pretty clear? While I do not say that it reveals no shot impacting there iti 

as I recall a close examination of about latemke 1966 or early 1967 no damage is visible 

on it and there is no blood visible on the back of his short collar. I am not dtsputing 

a second head shot. 1.  pos4lated itin WWII and have come to believe iNe more since 
Je4Wit 	 i,u,Tr 4k 

then. But I have trouble believing there was a second shof higher up on the lead that 

was not visible on the film. I examined the slides Ilorced out when they were not 

published as they were to have been, made from the original. They ware projecte? for me 
on the chives scree and. thus the image was rather large. 

Roger did an enormous amount of work. 1 hope he prevails, as he should. 

a 
arold Weisberg 


